
Piccino Optional Extras

Piccino Grinder

Technical Speci�cations

Stainless steel tampers Cleaning brush

Latte glasses Shot pot/
 Shot glass

Measuring spoon Cleaning detergent

Espresso and 
cappuccino 
coffee cups 
and saucers

Rubber tamping mat

Milk thermometers

Blank �lter for cleaning, 
Single and Double �lter 
holder (one of each 
included with the machine)

Stainless steel milk 
steaming and 
frothing jugs

The extensive range of Fracino grinders ensures that 
every freshly ground coffee requirement can be met: from 
the �nest creamy espresso to the cafetiere, and from �lter 
coffee to the connoisseur selection. All Fracino grinders 
are manufactured from the highest quality materials, to 
exacting standards, enabling optimum grinding of any 
coffee type.

The Piccino grinder is available in Black ABS, Black 
aluminium and highly polished aluminium. It will deliver 
coffee on demand whilst the button is depressed by 
the �lter holder, and has a grinder blade adjustment 
mechanism - so coffee beans can be ground with 
precision and accuracy.

These and many other optional extras are available to purchase through our website:- www.Fracino4u.Com 

POD Adaptor/
Capsule Adaptor

Model

PICCINO GRINDER

Height Width Depth Hopper    Voltage/Watt                    Weight
   Capacity              /RPM        

310mm 125mm 230mm   250g  220v/240v/140W        ABS 3.5kg/Alu 4.2kg
/1200rpm

65mm  165mm     270mmKNOCK OUT DRAWER
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How It's Made Video



Key Features
Authentic professional brass group fpr the real coffee shop experience.
Professional brass steam valve with stainless steel steam tube.
Semi automatic, with professional brass �lter holder and 58mm �lter.
Electronic (Piccino-E) for adjustable pre-programmed espresso shot. 
Singe or double volume
15 bar vibratory pump.
Compact and easy to use.
Quality built with Stainless Steel and Zintec construction.
Pressure gauge showing steam pressure.
Makes up to two coffees at a time and steams milk simultaneously.
No plumbing required.
Low maintenance.
Colours – black and polished stainless steel.
Can be colour co-ordinated to match your home requirements - 
available by special order.
Instruction manual included.
Made in the Great Britain.

Come Home to Real Coffee

Technical Speci�cations

Model

PICCINO

Groups Cups Height Width      Depth     Weight     Group Boiler     Steam Boiler       Element       Water Tank
 Per Day (mm) (mm)       (mm)       (kg)           Capacity            Capacity             Rating          Capacity     

    1               70    370 250           315          15              300ml                 300ml             1.1kw x2            3L     
              

PICCINO-E     1               70    370 250           315          15              300ml                 300ml             1.1kw x2            3L     
              

The PICCINO is compact and sturdy – a brilliantly manufactured coffee 
machine, incorporating all the engineering skills and expertise behind the 
Fracino brand. Installation is quick and easy, and its construction using 
stainless steel will enable you to use it for many years to come.

It will make two coffees at the same time and has the ability to froth milk 
and make coffee simultaneously. The PICCINO is one of the fastest 
coffee machines for the home market.

Fracino is the UK’s only manufacturer of traditional espresso and 
cappuccino coffee machines. Our coffee machines are used to serve 
great coffees in coffee shops, restaurants, hotels and snack bars 
around the world. 

The PICCINO espresso coffee machine brings the experience and taste 
of real coffee into your home with a stylish and easy to use espresso 
coffee machine.
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Model Height Width Depth Under Grinder Knockout Drawer

Economy under grinder                                    65mm       220mm      430mm

For other grinders and knock out drawers see: Fracino Grinder Brochure.

Model

B

KENIATRON

T

Height Width Depth Hopper  Dispenser      7g Shot           Motor                Grinding       
   Capacity  Capacity        Times (sec)     RPM/Watt Blades 

470mm 210mm 380mm   1 KG      300g           N/A           1300/275w 60mm �at          

560mm 180mm 310mm   1 KG      600g           N/A           1300/275w 60mm �at          

510mm 210mm 380mm   1 KG      600g           N/A             1300/356w 60mm �at      

Technical Speci�cations

Model B / T/ KENIATRON
Coffee Grinders

These models are good value grinders, providing well ground coffee 
in suf�cient quantity for the normal coffee bar or restaurant. They are 
manufactured from polished stainless steel and have adjustable grinder 
blades and portion control. Coffee is dispensed into the �lter holder with 
a �ick lever mechanism. The models B and T are manually controlled, The 
Keniatron has a powerful, silencer (63db) motor, combined with the touch 
sensitive selector screen provides a high quality medium duty grinder. 
Designed to Perform.

KENIATRON

TB

Fracino branded espresso and 
cappuccino cups and saucers for the 
perfect drink. Sold in boxes of 6 of each. 
Various sizes available.

Fracino Cups and Saucers

How It's Made Video



               
The Bambino is a top quality 1 or 2 group espresso coffee machine with 
semi-automatic or electronic options and is exceptional value for money. 
It provides an excellent opportunity for bespoke branding, from the UK's 
only manufacturer of espresso and cappuccino coffee machines.

The Bambino bene�ts from all the top-class skills, innovative 
design and state of the art production methods that this world-renowned 
manufacturer has to offer. Coupled with a model B,T or S grinder and the 
economy knock-out drawer, the Bambino will make a stunning addition to 
any bar, restaurant or coffee shop for a surprisingly low level of investment.

They are available with 1 and 2 groups for making coffee and each machine 
has a hot water facility and steam tube for frothing and steaming milk. All 
have large capacity boilers, high-powered elements and are hand built to 
the highest standards using only the �nest stainless steel, copper 
and brass. 

The groups on the semi-automatic Bambino machines are operated 
by a rocker switch, so the user can control the amount of coffee being 
dispensed into the cup. Electronically controlled models have unique touch 
pads with four accurately pre-programmed coffee measures and an 
override option button. 

All working surfaces, steam and hot water tubes are made in 304 stainless 
steel with Zintec powder coated side panels in a metallic anthracite �nish, 
or as an optional extra, choose stainless steel side panels for a luxury �nish.

Innovation and Luxury

Key Features
Top quality copper boiler heated by multiple looped element.

Pressure controlled by a triple contact pressure switch.

Automatic water level system with a probe, electronic control 
unit and solenoid valve.

The pressure of water and steam is separately controlled by 
brass safety valves.

Hot water and steam are released by rotating the valve handles 
on the solid brass valves.

Brass bodied group with stainless shower plate, solenoid valve 
and high pressure pump.

Thermosyphonic circulation ensures the group is kept 
constantly hot for perfect coffee making. 

Case, waste and cup tray are all made from stainless steel 304.

An espresso tray comes as standard on Luxury models and is 
available as an optional extra on other models.
 
120mm clearance to accommodate large and take out cups on 
the 2 group machines. 1 group machines have standard 110mm 
clearance. 

1 and 2 group machines only require standard 13 amp 
power supply.
  
Optional pod and capsule adaptor available on request. 

Easy clean, stainless steel steam tube.

Automatic group cleaning cycle on 2 group electronic machine.

R

Technical Speci�cations

Model

BAM1

BAM1E

Groups Cups Height Width      Depth     Weight     Boiler          Element       
 Per/Hour (mm) (mm)       (mm)       (kg)           Capacity     Rating                

    1            120/200   535 380           500           35          4 Litres      2.7kw/13Amp          20L    
              

    1            120/200   535 380           500           35          4 Litres      2.7kw/13Amp           20L  
              
20 Litres0

BAM2     2            240/400   535 580           500           55         10 Litres     2.8kw/13Amp        40/50L   
              

Hot Water
Per Hour

BAM2E     2            240/400   535 580           500           55         10 Litres     2.8kw/13Amp        40/50L
              
20 Litres

BAM2L     2            240/400   535 580           500           55         10 Litres     2.8kw/13Amp        40/50L
              

BAM2LE     2            240/400   535 580           500           55         10 Litres     2.8kw/13Amp        40/50L
              

Size includes Cup Shield.



Tranquilo BlackModel B Model T

Grinder Models T/B/TQ
The models T and B grinders have polished stainless steel cases and are ideally 
suited to the Fracino range of espresso coffee machines. The models T, B and 
Tranquilo grinders are operated manually by an on/off switch. All grinders have 
adjustable grinding blades and coffee portion control. Coffee is dispensed into the 
�lter holders by means of a �ick lever mechanism. The Tranquilo grinder is also 
available in a chrome option and as a single shot grinder for the freshest coffee. 
A tamper would be required for this option.

Fracino branded espresso and 
cappuccino cups and saucers for the 
perfect drink. Sold in boxes of 6 of each. 
Various sizes available.

Fracino Cups and Saucers

Sizes compatible with most brands – 
single and double shot.

Pod & Capsule Adaptor
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MANUAL FILL
MACHINES

Model Height Width Depth Under Grinder Knockout Drawer

Eco under grinder                                    65mm       220mm      430mm

For other grinders and knock out drawers see: Fracino Grinder Brochure.

Model

B

T

Height Width Depth Hopper  Dispenser      7g Shot           Motor                Grinding       
   Capacity  Capacity        Times (sec)     RPM/Watt Blades 

470mm 210mm 380mm   1 KG      300g           N/A           1300/275w 60mm �at          

560mm 180mm 310mm   1 KG      600g           N/A           1300/275w 60mm �at          

Tranquilo (dispenser) 410mm 170mm 340mm   500g      300g           N/A           1300/270w 60mm �at          

Tranquilo-tron 410mm 170mm 340mm   500g      N/A           4.5             1300/270w 60mm �at      

Technical Speci�cations

Tranquilo-tron

How It's Made Video



Perfect Partners for 
Small Venues
Fracino, creator of the world's most powerful espresso coffee 
machines, presents the Little Gem, Heavenly, Cherub and Classico ranges. 
These contemporary, compact, manual �ll machines are particularly relevant in 
venues where space is at a premium or plumbed water is not available. Dynamic 
and sleek, they are the latest low volume professional/semi-professional coffee 
machines and are reliable, durable and user friendly.

Suitable for ground coffee, pods or capsules, the stylish machines are ideal for 
sites requiring between 50 and 70 coffees daily – revolutionising the espresso 
experience in of�ces, hairdressing salons, boutiques, pubs, bars and the home. 

With the facility to make two drinks and steam milk simultaneously, these unique 
machines feature a high-powered element and a full sized commercial group, 
ensuring production of the �nest coffee. Complementing today’s vibrant bar and 
café culture, the range is perfect for outside caterers or larger venues seeking 
the �exibility of a portable espresso machine for great coffee ‘on the go’.

Contemporary and classically styled to suit all venues, Fracino provides perfect 
espresso coffee machines for latte, cappuccino and espresso based drinks. Hot 
water outlet is standard on all models for making tea or hot chocolate.

Key Features
Classic and contemporary designs to suit all venues.

Manual �ll professional/semi-professional, one group machine for 
the home, of�ce and low volume outlet, serving approximately 
50 (Heavenly, Cherub and Classico) to 
70 (Little Gem) coffees daily.

Unique – can make two drinks and steam milk
simultaneously.

Full size, thermosyphonic, brass bodied coffee making group 
ensuring consistent temperature and smooth extraction.

Pressure gauge and electronic water control.

Top quality copper boiler, heated by a multiple looped element.

Optional pod and capsule adaptor available on request.

No installation requirements other than a 13 amp socket.

Automatic water level system with probe, electronic control unit 
and solenoid valve.

Low level warning light on the front panel of the Little Gem 
indicates when the tank needs �lling. Audible warning on Cherub, 
Heavenly and Classico.

Power shut off feature to protect the element should the boiler 
water level drop.

The pressure of water and steam is separately controlled by brass 
safety valves.

Brass bodied group with stainless steel shower plate, solenoid 
valve and high pressure pump.

Stainless steel steam tube.

Pressure controlled by a double contact pressure switch.

Cherub available with polished stainless steel sides, optional extra.

Group Clearances:
Little Gem 110mm, Cherub and Classico 85mm, Heavenly 85mm.

Easy clean steam tube.

LG 1E

Technical Speci�cations

Model

Little Gem - LG1E

Little Gem - LG1

Groups Height Width      Depth     Weight     Boiler              Element             
 (mm) (mm)       (mm)       (kg)           Capacity         Rating                

    1             480 380           500          28           4 Litres         2.7kw/13Amp         
              

    1              480 380           500          28           4 Litres         2.7kw/13Amp        
              

Heavenly - HEA1

Cherub - CHE1

    1             420 380           520          18          2.3 Litres         2.85kw/13Amp       
              

    1              380 360           460          18          2.3 Litres         2.85kw/13Amp      
              

CHE 1

LG 1

CLAS 1

Classico - CLAS1     1             380 360           460          18          2.3 Litres         2.85kw/13Amp       
              

MANUAL FILL
MACHINES

HEA 1
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F8 / F10
Fresh On Demand Coffee Grinders

The F8 and F10 grinders are designed to grind roasted 
coffee beans on demand in order to obtain the freshest 
and best quality coffee possible. Quick and easy to operate, 
each grinder has an electronic display with a digital readout 
to enable adjustment of the timed dose for 1 or 2 shots. 
This is complemented by a numerical display that allows 
micrometric adjustment of the grinder blades to produce 
coarse or �ne coffee according to preference.

F8

F10

Micrometer regulation control.
Manual push button re�ll.
Precision dosing.
Adaptable for coffee cans.
Adjustable fork height.
Optional 0.55Kg Hopper.
(As shown on F10 image)

Model

K6

F10

F8

Height Width Depth Hopper  Dispenser      7g Shot           Motor                Grinding       
   Capacity  Capacity        Times (sec)     RPM/Watt Blades 

635mm 215mm 400mm   1.7 KG      300g           N/A           1395/240w 64mm �at          

660mm 215mm 400mm   1.9 KG      N/A           1.6           1325/730w 83mm �at          

660mm 215mm 400mm   1.9 KG      N/A           1.9              325/800w 68mm conical          

Technical Speci�cations

K6 Series
Coffee Grinders

The extensive K6 series automatic 
grinders are manufactured from die-cast 
polished and painted aluminium and are a 
stylish complement to the Fracino range. 
All models have adjustable grinding 
blades and the range has a model to 
suit all types of outlets.

K6

Proportional Integral Derivative

A touch button system enabling 
the automatic heating of milk for 
cappuccino (frothed) or latte 
(steamed). The steam system 
automatically stops when the jug 
of milk has reached the required 
temperature, thereby eliminating 
the manual element of milk 
frothing. Please note: This 
replaces the right hand 
steam tube.

     

FAST Froth System 

Model Height Width Depth 

Under Grinder Knockout Drawer

Luxury under grinder                                     115mm       240mm      435mm

For other grinders and knock out drawers see: Fracino Grinder Brochure.

How It's Made Video



Bene�ting from Fracino's extensive research and development programme, 
world class engineering skills and state of the art production methods, 
P.I.D. is a genuine marriage between style and control. The P.I.D. is a 
seriously stylish machine available with 2 or 3 groups, hot water outlets 
�tted with anti-splash nozzles and steam tubes for frothing milk.

It boasts all the power, technical qualities and reliability synonymous 
with Fracino products, in a stunning new look to create the ultimate bar 
furniture. The P.I.D. elegantly combines classic curves and retro styling with 
contemporary materials and close attention to detail, ensuring a truly 
outstanding �nish.

The P.I.D. is available in a choice of gloss white, burgundy, black and 
stainless steel featuring an illuminated back panel. The touch pads and 
display are illuminated with blue led lights, enhancing the look of the front 
panel and balancing the illumination of the back panel which can be 
branded to individual requirements.

Coffee with Control

Control Features 

Each group has an independent boiler for optimum temperature 
control - settable between 80-115°C - for example, the user can 
set one group to 89°C and another to 92°C, whilst still 
maintaining the standard boiler for water and steam.

Group Boiler Temperatures accurate to +/-1°C.

Programmable pre-infusion times.

Electronic hot water valve with programmable dispensing time - 
mixed hot water - temperature of water can be changed.

Programmable shot volumes and built in shot timer. 
LCD display shows current group temperatures, steam boiler 
temperature, time, machine status /diagnostics.

Drinks counter - user can view the number of drinks made by 
each group.

Service timer - can program number of shots before service is 
required. When reached, a warning message appears in LCD.

Water volume usage - can view amount of water used.

Water �lter - can program the amount of water used before �lter 
needs replacing - a warning message appears in LCD.

Latte and cappuccino foam consistency adjustment and  
programmable milk temperature.

Can change the colour of the LCD if required. 5 colours: Dark 
Blue, Light Blue, Green, Red and Purple.

Can change language of LCD - English, French, German, 
Italian and Spanish.

The Fracino P.I.D. offers an array of control and diagnostic features, 
allowing the user to adjust and �ne tune various elements on the machine 
to create the perfect espresso time after time. Most of the features are 
controlled by a simple and easy to use LCD display mounted on the front 
panel.

Technical Speci�cations

Model

PID2

PID3

Groups Cups Height Width      Depth     Weight     Boiler          Element            3 Phase 
 Per/Hour (mm) (mm)       (mm)       (kg)           Capacity     Rating               Rating    

    2            240/400   565 800           550          70         14 Litres      6.2kw/30Amp         N/A                 60/80L    
              

    3            360/600   565 1045         550          90         
 20 Litres      8.5kw 230v 

           100L     
              

Hot Water
Per Hour

per phase
11kw/16Amp

Top quality copper boiler heated by multiple looped element.

Independent group boilers - nickel plated brass.

Pressure controlled by a triple contact pressure switch.

The pressure of water and steam is separately controlled by 
brass safety valves.

Groups have a clearance of 110mm to allow for takeaway cups 
and 8oz latte glasses.

Case, waste and cup tray are all made from stainless steel 304.

Automatic on/off timer - the machine can be set to turn on and 
off at set times.

F.A.S.T steam system (optional) which can be used at the 
same time as the groups.

Manual steam valves for precise steam control at the same 
time as the groups. Touch button hot water dispenser.

Dual pressure gauge showing water and steam pressure.

Easy clean stainless steel steam tube.

Automatic group cleaning cycle.

Key Features

PID2

PID3

Proportional Integral Derivative 2 x 0.3L

3 x 0.3L    40amp
(to order only)
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A touch button system enabling 
the automatic heating of milk for 
cappuccino (frothed) or latte 
(steamed). The steam system 
automatically stops when the jug 
of milk has reached the required 
temperature, thereby eliminating 
the manual element of milk 
frothing. Please note: This 
replaces the right hand 
steam tube.

     

F8 / F10
Fresh On Demand Coffee Grinders

The F8 and F10 grinders are designed to grind roasted 
coffee beans on demand in order to obtain the freshest and 
best quality coffee possible. Quick and easy to operate, each 
grinder has an electronic display with a digital readout to 
enable adjustment of the timed dose for 1 or 2 shots. This is 
complemented by a numerical display that allows micromet-
ric adjustment of the grinder blades to produce coarse or �ne 
coffee according to preference.

F8

F10

Micrometer regulation control.
Manual push button re�ll.
Precision dosing.
Adaptable for coffee cans.
Adjustable fork height.
Optional 0.55Kg Hopper.
(As shown on F10 image)

Model

K6

F10

F8

Height Width Depth Hopper  Dispenser      7g Shot           Motor                Grinding       
   Capacity  Capacity        Times (sec)     RPM/Watt Blades 

635mm 215mm 400mm   1.7 KG      300g           N/A           1395/240w 64mm �at          

660mm 215mm 400mm   1.9 KG      N/A           1.6           1325/730w 83mm �at          

660mm 215mm 400mm   1.9 KG      N/A           1.9              325/800w 68mm conical          

Technical Speci�cations

FAST Froth System 

Model Height Width Depth 

Under Grinder Knockout Drawer

Luxury under grinder                                     115mm       240mm      435mm

For other grinders and knock out drawers see: Fracino Grinder Brochure.

K6 Series
Coffee Grinders

The extensive K6 series automatic 
grinders are manufactured from die-cast 
polished and painted aluminium and are a 
stylish complement to the Fracino range. 
All models have adjustable grinding 
blades and the range has a model to 
suit all types of outlets.

K6

How It's Made Video



               
Bene�ting from Fracino's extensive research and development programme, 
world class engineering skills and state of the art production methods, 
the Romano is a genuine marriage between style and award 
winning technology. 

The Romano is a seriously stylish machine, available with 2 and 3 coffee 
making groups, a hot water valve �tted with an anti-splash nozzle and 
steam tubes for frothing milk.

It boasts all the power, technical qualities and reliability synonymous with 
Fracino products, in a stunning new look to create the ultimate bar furniture. 
The Romano elegantly combines classic curves and retro styling with 
contemporary materials and close attention to detail, ensuring a truly 
outstanding �nish.

The machine features an illuminated polished stainless steel back panel 
and highly polished stainless steel side panels, and is complemented by the 
uniquely styled steam, water and �lter holder handles. The groups on the 
semi-automatic machines are operated by an illuminated blue push-button 
switch with a satin �nish, so the user can control the amount of coffee being 
dispensed into the cup. Electronically controlled models have unique touch 
pads with four accurately pre-programmed coffee measures and an 
override option button. The illuminated Fracino logo back panel can be 
branded to individual requirements.

Romano

Auto Control Features 

Low level water detection as protection for the element.

The display can be set to show the name of the coffee bar 
or restaurant.

There is a pre-infusion function to create the perfect espresso.

Alarm signal for boiler re�lling time-out.

Flow meter alarm.

Automatic group cleaning cycle.

Language options for the display are available in English, Italian, 
French and German.
  

FR 3E

Elegance and Quality

Key Features
Top quality copper boiler heated by multiple 
looped element.

Pressure controlled by a triple contact pressure switch.

The pressure of water and steam is separately controlled by 
brass safety valves.

Groups have a clearance of 120mm to allow for 12oz takeaway 
cups and 8oz latte glasses.

Hot water and steam are released by rotating the valve handles 
on the solid brass valves.

Brass bodied group with stainless shower plate,solenoid valve 
and high pressure pump.

Thermosyphonic circulation ensures the group is kept constantly 
hot for perfect coffee making, with temperature control on each 
group.

Case, waste and cup tray are all made from stainless steel 304.

Micro processor diagnostics provide statistics on the number of 
coffees produced through each group.

Easy clean stainless steel steam tubes.

Automatic group cleaning cycle features on 2 and 3 group 
electronic machines.

Technical Speci�cations

Model

FR2

FR2E

Groups Cups Height Width      Depth     Weight     Boiler          Element          Alternative
 Per/Hour (mm) (mm)       (mm)       (kg)           Capacity     Rating             Element Rating    

    2            240/400   565 800           550           70         14 Litres      4kw/20Amp                    60/80L    
              

    2            240/400   565 800           550           70         14 Litres     4kw/20Amp                                    60/80L 
              
20 Litres

FR3E     3            360/600   565 1045         550           90          20 Litres    7.5kw/30Amp               100L    
              

Hot Water
Per Hour

FR 2

FR 2E

The Fracino Romano offers an array of control and diagnostic features, 
allowing the user to adjust and �ne tune various features on the machine 
to create the perfect espresso time after time. Most of the features are 
controlled by a simple and easy to use LCD display mounted on the 
front panel.

R

7.5kw/30Amp
2.8kw/13Amp

single or 3 phase
9kw/45Amp

7.5kw/30Amp
2.8kw/13Amp
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A touch button system enabling the automatic heating of milk 
for cappuccino (frothed) or latte (steamed). The steam system 
automatically stops when the jug of milk has reached the required 
temperature, thereby eliminating the manual element of milk frothing. 
Please note: This replaces the right hand steam tube.

     

F8 / F10
Fresh On Demand Coffee Grinders

The F8 and F10 grinders are designed to grind roasted 
coffee beans on demand in order to obtain the freshest 
and best quality coffee possible. Quick and easy to operate, 
each grinder has an electronic display with a digital readout 
to enable adjustment of the timed dose for 1 or 2 shots. 
This is complemented by a numerical display that allows 
micrometric adjustment of the grinder blades to produce 
coarse or �ne coffee according to preference.

F8

F10

Micrometer regulation control.
Manual push button re�ll.
Precision dosing.
Adaptable for coffee cans.
Adjustable fork height.
Optional 0.55Kg Hopper.
(As shown on F10 image)

Model

K6

F10

F8

Height Width Depth Hopper  Dispenser      7g Shot           Motor                Grinding       
   Capacity  Capacity        Times (sec)     RPM/Watt Blades 

635mm 215mm 400mm   1.7 KG      300g           N/A           1395/240w 64mm �at          

660mm 215mm 400mm   1.9 KG      N/A           1.6           1325/730w 83mm �at          

660mm 215mm 400mm   1.9 KG      N/A           1.9              325/800w 68mm conical          

Technical Speci�cations

V.3.1

Fracino 18-22 Birch Road East, Birmingham, B6 7DB, UK.
Website / www.fracino.com  Email / sales@fracino.com
Tel / +44 (0)121 328 5757 Fax / +44 (0)121 327 3333

The Fracino company policy is one of continuous improvement. 
We retain the right to change speci�cation without prior notice.“Frankly the �nest for cappuccino”
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FAST Froth System 

Model Height Width Depth Under Grinder Knockout Drawer

Luxury under grinder                                     115mm       240mm      435mm

For other grinders and knock out drawers see: Fracino Grinder Brochure.

K6 Series
Coffee Grinders

The extensive K6 series automatic 
grinders are manufactured from die-cast 
polished and painted aluminium and are a 
stylish complement to the Fracino range. 
All models have adjustable grinding 
blades and the range has a model to 
suit all types of outlets.

K6



CON1
               
Fracino’s Contempo range performs magni�cently as an innovative series of 
affordable, luxury espresso/cappuccino coffee machines. Fracino, the UK’s only 
manufacturer of espresso coffee machines, has invested in extensive research and 
development and world class engineering to ensure the latest production methods and 
state of the art technology are combined in this powerful product range.

The standard Contempo model boasts a stainless steel �nish that shines like polished 
chrome. The design of the machine re�ects a modern interpretation of style that makes 
for a stunning, yet timeless focal point in any café, bar or restaurant.

Fracino’s Contempo machines are semi-automatic or electronically controlled. 
They are available with 1,2,3 or 4 groups for making coffee and each machine has a 
hot water facility and steam tube for frothing and steaming milk. All have large capacity 
boilers, high-powered elements and are hand built to the highest standards, using only 
the �nest stainless steel, copper and brass. The groups on the semi-automatic 
Contempo machines are operated by an illuminated blue plunger switch with a satin 
�nish, so the user can control the amount of coffee being dispensed into the cup. 
Electronically controlled models have unique touch pads with four accurately 
pre-programmed coffee measures and an override option button. 

Innovation and Luxury

CONTEMPO

*Size includes Cup Shield.
All machines come with one espresso tray. Additional units can be purchased separately.

CON1E

CON2

CON3 CON3E

Key Features
Top quality copper boiler heated by multiple looped element.

Pressure controlled by a triple contact pressure switch.

Automatic water level system with a probe, electronic control 
unit and solenoid valve.

The pressure of water and steam is separately controlled by 
brass safety valves.

Standard clearance is 125mm. A raised group option is 
available at 150mm.

Hot water and steam are released by rotating the valve handles 
on the solid brass valves.

Brass bodied group with stainless shower plate, solenoid valve 
and high pressure pump.

Thermosyphonic circulation ensures the group is kept constantly 
hot for perfect coffee making, with temperature control on each 
group.

Case, waste and cup tray are all made from stainless steel 304.

Espresso tray and cup shield as standard on all machines.  

Easy clean stainless steel steam tubes.

Automatic group cleaning cycle featured on 2 & 3 group
electronic machines.

R

Dual Fuel Option
The Fracino Contempo 1 and 2 groups are also available as a dual fuel option with the 
same great spec as our standard 1 and 2 group coffee machines. With the choice 
to use LPG, Butane or electricity, they provide unrivalled �exibility and mobility whilst 
still retaining a high volume output. Our dual fuel machines have the highest powered 
LPG system in the world, providing unrivalled output of coffee, hot water and steam. For 
further information please refer to The Dual Fuel Brochure.

to use LPG, Butane or electricity, they provide unrivalled �exibility and mobility whilst 
highest powered 

LPG system in the world, providing unrivalled output of coffee, hot water and steam. For 

CON2E

CON4ECON4ETechnical Speci�cations

Model

CON1

CON1E

Groups Cups Height Width      Depth     Weight     Boiler          Element            Alternative 
 Per/Hour (mm) (mm)       (mm)       (kg)           Capacity     Rating               Element Rating    

    1           120/200   575* 380           500          35           7 Litres      2.85kw/13Amp                     30L    
              

    1            120/200   575* 380           500          35           7 Litres      2.85kw/13Amp                                      30L  
              
20 Litres0

CON2     2            240/400   575* 580           500          55          14 Litres      4kw/20Amp                   60/80L   
              

Hot Water
Per Hour

      N/A

7.5kw/30Amp
2.8kw/13Amp

CON2E     2            240/400   575* 580           500          55          14 Litres      4kw/20Amp                                        60/80L
              
20 Litres

CON3     3            360/600   575* 785           500          84          20 Litres     7.5kw/30Amp                     100L    
              

single or 3 phase
9kw/45Amp

single or 3 phase
9kw/45Amp

CON3E     3            360/600   575* 785           500          84          20 Litres     7.5kw/30Amp                                       100L  
              
20 Litres

CON4E     4            480/800   575* 1000         500          94          25 Litres     7.5kw/30Amp                     120L    
              

      N/A

7.5kw/30Amp
2.8kw/13Amp

single or 3 phase
9kw/45Amp
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